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ABSTRACT
While neural network approaches are achieving breakthrough per-
formance in the natural language related elds, there have been
few similar aempts at mathematical language related tasks. In this
study, we explore the potential of applying neural representation
techniques to Mathematical Information Retrieval (MIR) tasks. In
more detail, we rst briey analyze the characteristic dierences
between natural language and mathematical language. en we
design a “symbol2vec” method to learn the vector representations
of formula symbols (numbers, variables, operators, functions, etc.)
Finally, we propose a “formula2vec” based MIR approach and evalu-
ate its performance. Preliminary experiment results show that there
is a promising potential for applying formula embedding models to
mathematical language representation and MIR tasks.
KEYWORDS
Formula Embedding; Mathematical Language Representation; Math-
ematical Information Retrieval
1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Mathematical formulae are important means for dissemination and
communication of scientic information [7]. ey are used for
calculation and denition. Mathematical Information Retrieval
(MIR), namely searching for a particular mathematical formula,
concept or object, is an important area in Information Retrieval (IR).
e most common form of mathematical information is formula,
which is also the most challenging part of MIR [4].
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Recently, neural network approaches, e.g., word embedding [5],
are signicant for textual content representation, which can dis-
cover distributed representations of words and capture the semantic
similarity between the words. Meanwhile, various neural meth-
ods have been applied in textual information retrieval, and some
of them have achieved signicant performance improvements [2].
However, there have been few similar aempts at mathematical lan-
guage related tasks. Naturally, given the success of neural network
models in natural language related domains, we begin to investigate
these following research questions:
• RQ1. Can we introduce neural representation approaches
(e.g., word embedding) into “Mathematical Language”?
• RQ2. Can we use neural representation techniques to im-
prove the performance ofMathematical Information Retrieval?
Generally speaking, formula, described by mathematical lan-
guage, has many qualities in common with natural languages: it
has symbols, and grammatical rules for combining the symbols.
However, there are signicant dierences between formula and
natural language. 1) e mathematical symbols of a formula are
ambiguous. For instance, a variable “x” could represent a lot of
meanings, sometimes it cannot be understood without a wrien or
spoken explanation. 2) Formulae always have recursive structures
while natural language is usually linear in structure. 3) Dier-
ent from plain text, formulae are highly structured and usually
presented in layout presentations, e.g., LATEX or MathML. ese
characteristics may lead to the diculties of applying the natural
language approaches to the eld of mathematical formulae.
In this paper, to investigate the proposed research questions,
rst, following the word2vec approach, we design a “symbol2vec”
method to learn the vector representations of formula symbols
(numbers, variables, operators, functions, etc.) Second, we propose
a “formula2vec” based MIR approach and evaluate its performance.
Preliminary experiment results show that the representation per-
formance of formula symbol embedding is promising and there is a
potential for applying formula embedding approach to MIR tasks.
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2 FORMULA EMBEDDING FOR MIR
2.1 Formula Symbol Embedding
e “distributional hypothesis” states that terms that are used (or
occur) in similar context tend to be semantically similar. is hy-
pothesis has motivated the work of word embedding and has been
proven true in natural language domain [5, 6]. We veried this
hypothesis in a mathematical language context.
In the preliminary experiment, we used a Wikipedia dump of
July 30, 2014 to generate mathematical formula corpus. ere were
358,116 raw formulae (in LATEX format). We then kept the formulae
featuring at least two variables and three operators. Finally, there
were 194,150 formulae le. A “symbol2vec” method was proposed
following the CBOW architecture using negative sampling [5]. One
of the main challenges was how to convert formulae into minimal
and meaningful LATEX terms (symbols). We utilized a formula tok-
enizer provided by [1]. Aer tokenization, there were totally 892
LATEX formula symbols. e dimension of learned symbol embed-
ding was 100. We calculated and ranked the most similar symbols
for each symbol based on their cosine similarity, Table 1 listed 8
dierent examples. Furthermore, Figure 1 visualized the learned
embeddings.
Generally, the representation performance was promising. For in-
stance, the representation vectors of numbers, variables or trigono-
metric functions were close to each other. Meanwhile, there were
“bad” cases, for example, as Table 1 showed, the closest symbols to
operator “+” were messy. e possible reason may be that formu-
lae are highly structured, the “semantic meaning” of an operator
symbol is not similar to its linear neighbor symbols (usually are
numbers or variables).
e preliminary experiment results of ”symbol2vec” revealed the
several characteristics of mathematical formulae, which indicated
the natural language embedding technologies (i.e., [5]) could be po-
tentially useful for formula embedding task. A non-linear formula
tokenizer (i.e., tree-based) might be more helpful for nding the
suitable context for a formula token.
2.2 Formula Embedding Based MIR
Typically, neural ranking models for textual information retrieval
used shallow or deep neural networks to rank search results in
response to a query. Following the general textual retrieval frame-
work [2], we proposed a “formula2vec” based MIR approach:
match(f1, f2) = F (Φ(f1),Φ(f2))
where f was a formula, Φ was a function to map each formula to a
representation vector, and F was the scoring function.
In the preliminary experiment, we used a Wikipedia evaluation
collection released by NTCIR-12 MathIR task [7]. NTCIR-12 MathIR
task was designed for helping the undergraduate and graduate uni-
versity students to locate the specic Wikipedia articles, browse
math articles, or learn/review mathematical concepts and nota-
tions that they come across in the course of their studies. Figure 2
illustrated a typical mathematical query with its XML description.
For “formula2vec” function Φ, we utilized the Distributed Mem-
ory Model of Paragraph Vectors (PV-DM) [3], which can learn
distributed representations of formulae. For scoring function F , we
simply employed the cosine similarity. As NTCIR-12 MathIR task
only labeled the relevant score for Wikipedia page (not directly
the relevance of formulae), we designed a “formula2vec” based
Wikipedia page matching method. is method used the arithmetic
mean value of all matching scores of formulae within a page, as the
page relevant score. e pseudocode is described as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 “Formula2vec” Based Wikipedia Page Matching
Method
for all ery q ∈erieSet Q do
Initialize list [[Page p , PageScore ps]] psl
for all page p ∈ PageSet P do
ps = 0
for all Formula fq ∈ q do
PageSimilarity p simi = 0
for all Formula fp ∈ p do p simi+ = CosineSimilarity
(fq, fp )
end for
p simi/= np (Formula Number of A Page)
ps+ = p simi
end for
ps/= nq (Formula Number of A ery)
psl .append([p, ps])
end for
Rank(psl )
end for
As Figure 2 shows, the queries of NTCIR-12 MathIR task con-
tained both textual and formula information. However, the “for-
mula2vec” based Wikipedia page matching method only utilized the
formula information for ranking. To address this problem, in the
preliminary experiment, we adopted a combined scoring method
with a controlling parameter α :
C =
F + αT
1 + α
, in which, F represented the “formula2vec” based Wikipedia page
matching degree, T represented the textual Wikipedia page match-
ing probability using language model with Dirichlet smoothing [8],
C was the nal combined matching score, α controlled the contribu-
tions from textual information or formula embedding information.
Table 2 listed the performance under dierent ranking methods,
in which, “Formula2vec” represented the formula2vec based match-
ing method, “LM” represented the textual matching probability us-
ing language model with Dirichlet smoothing, “Formula2vec+LM”
was the combined method. e result indicated that: 1) the textual
information is crucial for MIR performance. Comparing with the
method only using formula embedding information, the language
model method based on textual information can achieve a beer
performance. 2) the formula embedding information is helpful, by
combining the “formula2vec” based matching degree and textual
matching probability, the combined method achieved the best per-
formance. is observation proved the potential of the formula
embedding approach applied in MIR tasks.
Figure 3 (a) showed the “formula2vec” performance under dier-
ent formula embedding dimensions. With the increase of dimen-
sion, the ranking performance was geing beer, in terms of all
evaluation metrics. When the dimension increased over 300, the
performance could keep at a stable level (with a slight decline).
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Table 1: Examples of the closest formula symbols given the ”symbol2vec” model training results.
Symbol Most similar formula symbols
\sin \cos \cot \tan \csc \arcsin \arctan \sec \sinh
\epsilon (ϵ) \delta (δ ) \mu (µ) \Sigma (Σ) \varepsilon (ε) \hbar (~) \sigma (σ ) \pi (pi ) \rho (ρ)
{array} {matrix} {vmatrix} {Vmatrix} {bmatrix}\n {Bmatrix} {vmatrix}\n {pmatrix}\n {Bmatrix}\n
5 6 7 8 9 4 3 6\n 9\n
a b c l m c\n o s a\n
Orange BrickRed Violet \color Red RedViolet blue Blue Brown
= \approx (≈) \ge (≥) \equiv (≡) } - \neq (,) \ne (,) \limits
+ - 2 3 ˆ 4 }\n 1 5
Figure 1: Two-dimensional PCA projection of the 100-dimensional vectors of formula symbols. (Note: to avoid overlap, the
gure doesn’t show all LATEX symbol labels.)
Table 2: Measures of mathematical information retrieval performance under dierent ranking methods (e dimension of
“formula2vec” is 300, the α value for combined method is 4 )
Ranking NDCG@30 NDCG@50 P@30 P@50 MAP MRR
Formula2vec 0.0091 0.0089 0.0100 0.0067 0.0050 0.0572
LM 0.0739 0.0786 0.1111 0.0980 0.0646 0.3563
Formula2vec+LM 0.0779 0.0822 0.1144 0.1000 0.0672 0.3845
Figure 3 (b) showed the MIR performance under dierent α
values. From the results, we can conclude that, though both kinds
of information were indispensable, comparing with the formula
embedding matching information, the textual information should
give more contributions in the combined method. is nding also
proved the importance of textual information in MIR tasks.
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Figure 2: ery example of NTCIR-12 MathIR task and its
corresponding XML description
Figure 3: (a). Measures of “formula2vec” performance under
dierent formula embedding dimensions; the y-axis repre-
sents the evaluation metrics, whereas the x-axis is the for-
mula embedding dimension. (b). Measures of combined
method performance under dierent α ; the y-axis repre-
sents the evaluation metrics, whereas the x-axis is the value
of α .
3 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we explored the formula embedding approaches in
mathematical information representation and MIR tasks. e pre-
liminary exploration shows that:
• e neural representation models can be applied for “Math-
ematical Language”, the representation performance is
promising.
• e characteristics of mathematical formula may lead to
the poor representations of some specic symbols (i.e.,
operator “+”). Instead of using the linear neighbor, we
need a more advanced technology to detect the suitable
“context” for a formula symbol (token).
• e formula embedding approach has potential for math-
ematical information retrieval tasks. By combining the
textual information, the “Formula2vec+Language model”
method can achieve the best retrieval performance.
• ere is still a huge room for improvement of the formula
embedding models.
In the future, we will adopt a more suitable formula tokenizer
(i.e., tree-based) for formula tokenization and investigate more
sophisticated formula representation models to enhance the MIR
performance.
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